Mazda 3 2014 vs 2015

Eibach springs install. Free DIY navigation card. Halogen to LED. Roof Rack Advice Installation.
Differences between and Mazda3? Hi all, I know that the and Mazda3 are essentially the same
car. However, are there any significant differences to take into account when deciding what to
purchase? There's a good chance I'll be getting one in the next 6 months or so my Tribute is
getting near the point where repairs are likely not worth the expense , and want to know what to
look for. If there's no real difference, I'd be inclined to go with a since it would likely be cheaper.
All in aware of is all models now have 7'' touchscreen and 2. I recently bought a 3 S GT and
received some labeled stuff in the glove box. It's worth noting that the higher models had
touchscreens in I believe it was just the iSport that didn't have it. In , they all do. The i Touring
has touchscreen, six speakers, hd radio, fog lights, rear view camera standard - none of which
are std on the i Touring. Mazda was able to offer more on the since their North American factory
came online and they could avoid some import tax. Great info, thanks! The i Touring seems like
it'd be the sweet spot between price and features, especially in the model. I've got the 3 sport
touring and as far as I know any differences would be small, they look identical from the
outside. Try to find a dealer with both years on the lot and compare them side by side, look for
differences in the dashboard instrumentation layout, dials and shifter styling, steering wheel,
and seat build. I've found the seats to be lacking lower back support, don't know if it's improved
in the One feature I think is missing from the is to continue playing media until the door opens
when the car is turned off, I don't know if that's fixed in the model but I'd ask. I believe there
were substantial changes between the S Touring and S Touring. I drove both, and ended up
getting the had a sunroof, active driving display. I may have been wrong, but I'd look online to
see what you find. This interests me greatly. Are the prices actually higher on the s or will
dealers cave to get leftovers out? Cloth or leather seats on the '14? I'm not sure about the
pricing. Leatherette seats on the ' I see. Depending on price maybe I'll start to look at the 14s.
Wish I could get an S touring as-is without leather, and with the lights. I'd rather have the lights
than moonroof. Glad I got a '14 before they made the change in the '15's. Good luck! It's an
incredible car either way. I feel mostly the same way about the leatherette. Hopefully EVs are
decent by then. If not, then I don't think a new car would actually be cheaper for you if you're
looking for truly cheaper, instead of just wanting a new car. This is when the warranty starts to
expire and when you can expect some regular maintenance to occur. Anyways, just thought I'd
get that out there. The answer to your question is that the '14 vs '15 Mazda 3 is virtually no
different - slight change to the cloth seats and steering wheel buttons on the lower trim levels,
but that's about it. Keep in mind that '14s are hard to come by now so they should be fairly
deeply discounted. I'm not paying that much right now, but I can see it likely coming up in the
near future. That's why I'm not running out right this second to get a new car. I do want to be
prepared when the time comes, though, rather than having to scramble to figure out my options.
Thanks for the info about the 14 vs 15, though. Good to know that there aren't any significant
differences to worry about. Wont know until tomorrow, since it was after hours, but it's one
more reason why I'm starting to prepare for it next car. In that case if it's a constant repair then
yes I agree with you, spending more for reliability is a good choice and it's what I did in dec :
What I'd suggest then is by now you could probably get just as good of a deal on a since they're
almost a year old now. In canada I got the Mazda3 GS with convenience package for Yeah,
waiting to see what the cost will be tomorrow. It it's not too bad, I'm gonna stick with the Tribute
a while longer, but it ends up being an expensive repair, than I may be joining you Mazda 3
owners sooner than I anticipated. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement
and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Want to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit a
new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free experience with special benefits, and directly
support Reddit. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and join
one of thousands of communities. Want to add to the discussion? Post a comment! Create an
account. Good luck in your decision. None of my cars have done that. Good to know, thanks. I'll
see what I can find out about that. I had the chance recently to drive our Mazda 3 within the
same hour period as its two generational predecessors. They weren't extensive drives, nor did I
thrash anything about, but it really is an impressive evolution that has occurred over the course
of 10 years. My wife drives a first-generation, '07 3 S Grand Touring Hatchback pictured above ,
which is exactly what our long-termer is, and at the time she bought it was just as much the
class leader the new car is. After all, there was I reason I urged her to get one. It had sharp
handling, a responsive engine, attractive styling, good interior quality for the segment and a
level of available equipment that most competitors didn't offer. All of that is true of the new car,
however, the bar has, not surprisingly, moved that much higher. Really, the biggest
improvements are in the areas of refinement. The cabin is quieter, the ride is more comfortable
and the interior is an enormous step up. True, the loaded Grand Touring trim helps, but as I'm
comparing apples of today to apples of 10 years ago, it's even clearer to see how much has

changed. Plus, the new car corrects the first generation's main flaws: sub-par fuel economy and
so-so back seat space. The new car is now among the class best in both regards. As for Mark II,
it feels much closer to Mark I than III, which isn't that surprising since it was more of a
substantial mid-life overhaul than an entirely new generation as the new Mazda 3 is. Its interior
materials quality is a clear step up from the first-generation car and later model years featured
the more efficient SkyActiv engines, but in general, it's still pretty loud, the ride is less supple
and the back seat remains rather cramped. There was a reason the Mazda 3 retreated from the
class peak during these years in favor of newer models like the Ford Focus and Hyundai
Elantra. Oh, and how could I forget that big, stupid grin? What does this all mean beyond an
automotive history lesson? Well, owners of the first-generation Mazda 3 like my wife are far
more likely to be tempted to trade-in their car for a Mazda 3 than they would've been for Mark II.
It's just as impressive and class-leading as their car was when new. And folks who bought a late
model year Mark II may be kicking themselves for not waiting a year or two. See Mazda 3
Inventory in Your Area. Help us keep it that way by turning off your ad blocker for our site. We
can understand why it may frustrate you to receive this message. Please hear us out on this
one. New Car Pricing. Used Cars for Sale. Car Reviews. My Account Saved Inventory. Saved
Searches. My Trade-in Values. Favorite Models. More about the Mazda 3. See all updates for this
vehicle. See all Long-Term Road Tests. Previous Generations. See all updates. Previous
Generations November 12, I had the chance recently to drive our Mazda 3 within the same hour
period as its two generational predecessors. Comment As Features and Specs Pricing.
Overview Prices Specs. Mazda 3 i SV Scroll down for more details. Which are the most popular
comparisons? Price comparison. General info 1. Has fully independent suspension Mazda 3 i
SV Nissan Versa Sedan S This allows all four wheels to move up and down independently,
providing a smoother ride when, for example, going over bumps in the road. The basic warranty
of a car covers all aspects other than parts which are subject to normal wear and tear, such as
windscreen wipers and brake pads. It lasts either a certain number of years or amount of
kilometres driven. The drivetrain warranty covers parts of the car, such as the engine,
transmission, driveshaft, etc. Typically longer than the basic warranty, it lasts for a certain
number of years. Has a petrol gasoline engine Mazda 3 i SV A petrol gasoline engine offers
several advantages over diesel. For example the engines tend to be lighter and cheaper than
their diesel counterparts. Petrol engines also tend to have higher horsepower, and the fuel is
more readily available. The turn radius indicates the smallest circular turn a car can make. With
a smaller turn radius it is easier to perform a U-turn in one attempt instead of having to reverse
back and forth in order to turn around. Dimensions 1. A larger cargo area is more practical as it
allows you to transport more things. More headroom in the front of the car makes for a more
comfortable driving experience, and is especially important for taller people. The height
represents the vertical dimension of the product. We consider a smaller height better because it
assures easy maneuverability. More headroom in the rear of the car makes for a more
comfortable passenger experience, and is especially important for taller people. It is also useful
if you are transporting cargo in the rear of the vehicle. The width represents the horizontal
dimension of the product. We consider a smaller width better because it assures easy
maneuverability. The wheelbase is the distance between the center of the front and rear wheels.
A longer wheelbase provides the car with more stability and a smoother ride although a shorter
wheelbase can provide more responsive handling. Speed 1. The coefficient of drag is one
measurement of how well air travels around a vehicle. A lower value means it is more
aerodynamic and the engine doesn't have to work as hard. It can result in faster speeds and
lower fuel consumption. Engine 1. Fuel economy is a measurement of fuel efficiency, based on
how far you can travel with a certain amount of petrol gasoline. A lower fuel economy means
the car will be cheaper to run. Horsepower is the most common unit for measuring the power of
an engine. More torque indicates a more powerful vehicle and is also a good indication of its
acceleration. An engine with more valves tends to increase performance. This measurement is
the total volume of all the engine's cylinders, also known as the engine displacement. This is
one of many aspects of an engine that determine its horsepower, but generally speaking a
greater size indicates more power. Features 1. USB ports 1. With more USB ports, you are able
to connect more devices. Which are the best sedans? This page is currently only available in
English. Overview Prices Specs. Mazda 3 i SV Scroll down for more details. Which are the most
popular comparisons? Price comparison. General info 1. Has fully independent suspension
Mazda 3 i SV Mazda Mazda6 Sport This allows all four wheels to move up and down
independently, providing a smoother ride when, for example, going over bumps in the road. The
drivetrain warranty covers parts of the car, such as the engine, transmission, driveshaft, etc.
Typically longer than the basic warranty, it lasts for a certain number of years. The basic
warranty of a car covers all aspects other than parts which are subject to normal wear and tear,

such as windscreen wipers and brake pads. It lasts either a certain number of years or amount
of kilometres driven. Has a petrol gasoline engine Mazda 3 i SV A petrol gasoline engine offers
several advantages over diesel. For example the engines tend to be lighter and cheaper than
their diesel counterparts. Petrol engines also tend to have higher horsepower, and the fuel is
more readily available. The turn radius indicates the smallest circular turn a car can make. With
a smaller turn radius it is easier to perform a U-turn in one attempt instead of having to reverse
back and forth in order to turn around. Dimensions 1. A larger cargo area is more practical as it
allows you to transport more things. More headroom in the front of the car makes for a more
comfortable driving experience, and is especially important for taller people. The height
represents the vertical dimension of the product. We consider a smaller height better because it
assures easy maneuverability. The ground clearance is the distance between the lowest point of
the car and the road surface. However, a higher ground clearance allows you to go over more
uneven terrain. More headroom in the rear of the car makes for a more comfortable passenger
experience, and is especially important for taller people. It is also useful if you are transporting
cargo in the rear of the vehicle. The wheelbase is the distance between the center of the front
and rear wheels. A longer wheelbase provides the car with more stability and a smoother ride
although a shorter wheelbase can provide more responsive handling. Engine 1. Fuel economy
is a measurement of fuel efficiency, based on how far you can travel with a certain amount of
petrol gasoline. A lower fuel economy means the car will be cheaper to run. Horsepower is the
most common unit for measuring the power of an engine. More torque indicates a more
powerful vehicle and is also a good indication of its acceleration. A Stop-Start system
automatically turns off the engine when stopping in traffic or at a red light, and seamlessly
starts it again when pressure is applied to the accelerator. This saves fuel and is more
ecological. An engine with more valves tends to increase performance. Features 1. USB ports 1.
With more USB ports, you are able to connect more devices. Which are the best sedans? This
page is currently only available in English. Account Sign In. Orders View compare list Wish list
Track my order s. Track my order s Anti-bot validation. Sign in Register Email. Password Forgot
your password? Register for a new account. Anti-bot validation. Sign in. Remember me. Cart
empty. Cart is empty. View cart. New Products. CorkSport Merch. Mazdaspeed 3. Mazdaspeed 3
Power. Other Engine. Turbo System Parts. Springs and Coilovers. Braces and Bars. Brake
Parts. Mazdaspeed 3 Styling. Mazdaspeed 3 Package Deals. Mazdaspeed 3 Parts Full Catalog.
Mazdaspeed 3 Full Parts Catalog. Mazda 3 Turbo. Mazda 3. Shop All Mazda 3 Parts. Mazdaspeed
6. Mazdaspeed 6 Power. Mazdaspeed 6 Handling. Mazdaspeed 6 Styling. Interior and Audio.
Mazdaspeed 6 Package Deals. Mazdaspeed 6 All Parts. Mazda 6. Shop All Mazda 6 Parts.
Package Deals. Mazda CX3. Mazda CX Mazda CX5. Shop All Cx5 Parts. Shop All Parts. Mazda
CX7. Cx7 Power Parts. Cx7 Styling Parts. Cx7 All Parts. Mazdaspeed Miata. Mazdaspeed
Protege. Mazda Protege. Mazda RX7. Mazda RX8. Mazda 5. General Application. Power Styling
Shop All Parts. Mazda 3 The Mazda 3 is designed to be quick off the line and aggressive in the
curves. In the world of compact cars the Mazda3 offers a true performance driving experience.
Introduced in the Mazda 3 was built to replace the Protege compact car and improve the design
and feel of the small car class. There has been a range of engines from 2. We have set our sites
on the Mazda 3 with the development of our turbo kit to make it the next Mazdaspeed model.
Whether you goal is just to customize the look of your Mazda 3 with some added accessories
for style or to to get more horsepower and full suspension upgrade, CorkSport Mazda
Performance has the Mazda 3 mods and knowledgeable staff to help you achieve the full
potential from your Mazda 3. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category
Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Compare Cars. Smoother, more cohesive look
High-mpg 1. Responsive powertrains Sporty profile, eye-catching sheetmetal Great handling.
Space-robbing dash design Cluttered base audio controls Road noise. Tight back seat Busy
ride Road noise. Add a Vehicle to Compare Select a vehicle below. Please choose a make. All
Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Focus 4-Door Sedan
SE. Focus 4-Door Sedan Titanium. Focus 5-Door HB Titanium. Mazda3 4-Door Sedan Automatic
i Sport. Mazda3 4-Door Sedan Automatic i Touring. Mazda3 4-Door Sedan Automatic s Touring.
Mazda3 4-Door Sedan Manual i Sport. Mazda3 4-Door Sedan Manual i Touring. Show Only
Differences. The Car Connection's Take. The Ford Focus lineup gets a clean new look for , as
well as a high-mileage three-cylinder engine option and revamped cabin comforts. From
efficiency-minded models to the high-performance ST, it remains one of the best-driving small
cars on the market. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. ABS brakes automatically
sense when a tire has stopped rotating under extreme braking, and will modulate the brake
pressure to allow the tire to rotate. This increases the vehicles ability to turn while braking.
Front-impact airbags for the driver and passenger have been designed to protect the head
during a frontal crash. Side impact airbags for the front seats have been designed to protect the

torso during a side impact collision. Overhead airbags are used to protect the occupant's heads
in the event of a side collision or rollover. Seatbelt pretensioners automatically tighten seatbelts
to place the occupant in the optimal seating position during a collision. Anti-whiplash head
restraints actively react to rear collision forces and craddle the occupants head in an effort to
reduce the likelihood of a whiplash injury. The vehicle is equipped with an ignition disable
device that will prevent the engine from starting if the correct original manufacturer key is not
used. NHTSA rates crash-tested vehicles by assigning them one to five stars, with five stars
indicating the most injury protection and one star indicating the least protection. We get it. Ads
can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Safety Features Crash Rating Recalls Anti-lock brakes ABS
brakes automatically sense when a tire has stopped rotating under extreme braking, and will
modulate the brake pressure to allow the tire to rotate. Front-impact airbags Front-impact
airbags for the driver and passenger have been designed to protect the head during a frontal
crash. Side impact airbags Side impact airbags for the front seats have been designed to
protect the torso during a side impact collision. Overhead airbags Overhead airbags are used to
protect the occupant's heads in the event of a side collision or rollover. Pretensioners Seatbelt
pretensioners automatically tighten seatbelts to place the occupant in the optimal seating
position during a collision. Anti-whiplash Anti-whiplash head restraints actively react to rear
collision forces and craddle the occupants head in an effort to reduce the likelihood of a
whiplash injury. Security system The vehicle is equipped with an ignition disable device that will
prevent the engine from starting if the correct original manufacturer key is not used. Overall
Rollover Rating. Side Barrier Rating Driver. Overall evaluation. Research Another Vehicle. We
notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Just as Sonny or Cher, individually, never lived up to Sonny and Cher, you might
assume that the greatest hits from Mazda and Ford are behind us. When Ford sold all but a
symbolic slice of its stake in Mazda in , it ended one of the longest-running, most successful
automotive collaborations in history. A multibillion-dollar investment in new engines,
transmissions, and platforms has already returned comparo wins for the CX-5 crossover and
the 6 mid-size sedan. Since there can be only one winner, these one-time BFFs are now rivals
vying for the title of compact-car king. It has comfortably driven away with three
comparison-test wins against a total of six competitors, including the previous-generation 3.
But the Ford has finally met its match with the new Mazda 3, giving up its title in a point loss.
After jumping out of the Mazda, we found the same interior bits we once praised now less
satisfying. Our sparsely equipped SE model saves us from having to curse MyFord Touch, yet
even the standard Sync system is an ergonomic curiosity. That athletic character is also
apparent through the sharp turn-in and excellent on-center sensitivity of the steering wheel. At
the limit of adhesion, the Focus is helped through corners by the nondefeatable stability control
that subtly brakes individual wheels to keep the car in line without noticeably impeding
progress. The hp four-cylinder is a commodity piece, built to a price point as much as a set of
targeted traits. The Focus squeaks past the 3 in most straight-line and roadholding metrics. Its
advantage is just two-tenths of a mile per hour through the slalom, one-tenth of a second in the
quarter-mile, and one-hundredth of a g around the skidpad. In the real world and in our scoring
system, the differences are trivial. In both objective and subjective dynamic evaluation, the
Focus went shot-for-shot with the 3. The Focus remains an exceptional compact car, with
impressive handling and practical packaging. The problem is that the Mazda 3 is just as
competent dynamically while demonstrating unmatched polish and style. The long hood,
bulging fenders, and windswept sheetmetal suggest a car with more class and ambition than
the outgoing carâ€”and your typical compact. The Grand Touring trim contributes to the
upscale aura with dual-zone climate control, blind-spot monitoring, and leatherette seats that
could pass for the real thing. Without a tuning knob or seek buttons other than those on the
steering wheel , switching radio stations sometimes requires navigating to the correct screen
first. Man, those were the daysâ€”Ed. The tangible bits are under the hood, where the
four-cylinder employs direct injection, variable valve timing, and a compression ratio. While the
specs suggest that the 3 has the torque advantage, the engine lacks low-end urgency. The

Mazda clears the quarter-mile in The hp four-cylinder offers redeeming qualities when revved. A
hp 2. It weighs in at pounds, or pounds less than the Ford, an advantage evident in curves. The
suspension tune is compliant without compromising handling, a masterful balance that is rare
for a car of this size and price. Back in May , the old Mazda 3 handed first place to the Ford
Focus because it was thirstier, short on features, and lacked the interior quality and style of the
Ford
subaru vxr
tow hitch light connector
96 mazda b2300
. With the new 3, each of those criticisms could now be leveled at the Focus. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and
Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View
Photos. From the December Issue of Car and Driver. Beautifully finished inside and out, the new
Mazda 3 also delivers unbeatable ride-and-handling balance in the compact-car segment. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Comparison Test. F: 52
cubic feet R: 39 cubic feet. F: 52 cubic feet R: 42 cubic feet. F: 45 cubic feet R: 24 cubic feet. F:
47 cubic feet R: 20 cubic feet. DOHC valve Atkinson-cycle inline-4 cu in cc. F: struts, coil
springs, anti-roll bar R: multilink, coil springs, anti-roll bar. F:

